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Here in one complete collection are four works of one of America’s guidance is timeless. You'll
discover the energy of the spoken phrase and how to invoke regulations of Appeal.s most
beloved and best-offering inspirational authors, Florence Scovel Shinn. Scovel Shinn’ In her
traditional best-seller THE GAME OF LIFE, Florence Scovel Shinn reveals the timeless message
which has helped thousands to resolve their problems. You can create anything you want
simply by aligning your thoughts and words with an ideal great that resides divinely within you.
Combined with powerful affirmation within Your Word Is normally Your Wand and the stirring
types of real-existence successes in the other two volumes, THE WISDOM OF FLORENCE
SCOVEL SHINN offers a complete guideline for learning how exactly to turn defeat into triumph,
lack into prosperity, dread into faith, and resentment into love.
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I felt strongly that I had more love to give but needed guidance to seek a new .. Life
changing! I purchased this duplicate because I had actually exhausted my first copy. Each
insightful little reserve emphasizes lifestyle experiences in the shiny light of God's assistance in
day-to-day circumstances. It helped me complete extremely difficult experiences, including
divorce and loss of life of members of my children. I used her positive advice to get and
accept the new life I felt God designed for me. When my initial marriage split up, I felt highly
that I had more want to give but needed guidance to seek a new romantic relationship in a
positive light. 1 day, I ran across this message from her (paraphrased): When you want a new
group of dishes, don't accept a damaged plate. This message resonated with me. My initial
marriage was irreparably damaged, and I knew I'd become guided to a comprehensive,
unbroken relationship (group of dishes). In 24 months got promoted and a big increase, in 6
months another advertising and raise. Ms. Shinn.. Any situation, and any problem. If you've read
among these 4 books, you've read all of them, therefore the compilation probably isn't
necessary. I feel like one volume of any of the four one of them compilation would be enough
as they all seem to pretty much do it again the same sentiment. Be forewarned, if "Jesus" and
"God" talk are a turnoff, this publication isn't for you. Writings of Florence Scovel Shinn! As
Florence says: "wonders shall follow miracles and miracles shall never cease. Science teaches us
that repetitive thoughts create habitual pathways in the brain, so replacing negative habitual
thoughts with positive thoughts or affirmations can literally change your brain in a positive
method. After a lifetime of sorrow, discomfort, and failure in love and life, I am happy, healthful
and blessed. 2016 OK, never done this but here goes! When this book was presented with to
me 4 years back by a woman, I was so depressed I was barely able to get out of bed in the
mornings. Florence Scovel Shinn can be an amazing writer she definitely has opened my brain
more spiritually. everything I touched withered. This book is fantastic, I've the hard book and
today I .. Five Stars Best book if you really want to change your daily life. OK, at first I stated
an affirmation/prayer in a joking "yeah right why not" way but it worked. Five Stars I Love THE
TASK, & I started to wave my wand by saying, "I repent for not really obeying the laws and
regulations of the land BUT, I also refuse a ticket! My thinking began to change. Fast forward a
few months I got and held a good job with WONDERFUL people. I got lots of cool furniture for
the house as a gift from a neighbor, people have helped me in Thus many methods and I've
now distributed 4 copies of the book to other folks. Soon, I met an excellent guy, we married
and got many happy years together. I QUICKLY started realizing some lifelong dreams.! Made
friends. It works. Just dip your toe into the waters.! It always gets me back again on track if I
slip. It literally can help you away of any jam in lifestyle. The books were created in the past
but they have not lost some of their relevance in today's world.HERE'S AN UPDATE IN 2016:The
magic continues in my life. It gives you the right way to think. It is a lovely book, the only one I
always turn to, it's always from my coffee desk, near accessible. And I gave aside even more
copies through the years. I can truly say that after scanning this book, which initially I had no
interest in and thought it was BS, I can tell you my life by no means was the same once again
and my friends and family know about all the "magic" wishes and things that frequently happen
to me. I was speeding and got pulled over for carrying out 73 in 55 mi/hr area. Love it! Just
pick up the publication and read a page. In 2015 at age 40 I married my amazing boyfriend
of 3 years. We bought an excellent home at an amazing price from fantastic people. The home
was everything we wished but believed we couldn't afford. We easily conceived, and at age
group 41 after a content, healthy pregnancy I offered birth to our sweet baby girl. Changed
my entire life forever / review 2009 updated 2013 & Or when you can look history that and



welcome the words "Jesus" and "God" to represent whatever the common spirit means to you, or
disregard the spiritual aspect completely and just concentrate on the transformative powers of
positive thoughts, then you can get something from it."Buy this publication and just make an
effort to put in into practice. Period, end of story.! It works!!! This book is approximately standing
on the Word of God's rather than speaking anything unlike it! I loved it I loved it so excited to
learn these.! This book explains how to utilize the Term of God with Authority through your
Phrases!! I had sensed helpless but right here I instantly got my drivers license, bought a house,
bought a car, all for the very first time in my own life. It works!!! When something goes wrong, I
do as Florence would recommend, I believe of her and say phrases from her publication, and
all is normally swiftly made right once again! I realized in shock something was working therefore
started doing it more." Well, I received no ticket the officer actually was very kind to me and
told me enjoy my day, just slow it down!!HERE'S AN UPDATE IN 2013:I still often refer to this
reserve. I waved my wand/ WORD OF GOD!!! I affirm that book will motivate you My mother got
me into this book after raving about any of it for what seemed like months. It's filled with
inspirational narratives and rates. Classmate!If you're in to the power of positive thinking or
know someone having trouble, take a look book out.. Favorite book ever! It could just turn your
daily life around!!!!. offers uplifting messages I have never seen somewhere else. my fiancé
ordered on a fri and received on sunday. I'm so excited to learn these books i’ve already
read The Game of Existence and How to Palt It. I was broke, friendless nor may i maintain good
friendships, cannot find a good work nor hold one down. Tried another and it worked. If that's
your jam, then you will love it.! THIS IS a Purchase For A Friend & But what really gets her going
will be the pages upon web pages of affirmations which have made her unrelentingly
positive.!... This book is fantastic , I've the hard book and now I have a copy that can come
everywhere with me. Five Stars Great Book! I read the book skeptically, being that, while I really
believe in god or an increased power, I am not into Jesus (don't want to offend anyone).
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